Back2Basics

PART 13 – Scenery
Section 2: Trees, Grass and Details
By Kathy Millatt MMR

In the last issue we looked at basic scenery construction and
some detailed aspects of scenic effects like rivers and
roadways. This time we look at what Mother Nature does for
us in real life, trees, bushes, grass etc and finishing off the job.

Trees
Trees are not appropriate on every layout but I generally start
the green scenery with the big stuff like trees, working down
to the grass at the end. Trees split into two camps: broad
leaved deciduous and conifers. I use a variety of methods but
try and make the trees towards the back of the layout more
generic and the ones near the front more detailed.
The most important thing to remember is that trees are large;
they dwarf buildings and people. Most people scale them back
as they often do with buildings but you need one or two large
"hero" trees right at the front to show off your skills and add
some scale! The viewer's eye will rest on these and somehow
assume that everything else is as detailed.
For the generic background trees, I generally buy pre-made
plastic trees, spray them with an aerosol can glue and sprinkle

on Woodland Scenics' green blend fine turf. This is the
constant colour through all of my layout scenery to tie it
together.
For the middle ground trees, I start adding Noch leaves into the
fine turf mix to add some more defined texture.
Finally, I make wire trees from scratch for the "hero"
trees. Using very fine florists’ green wire, I twist a bunch
together to create the trunk and branch structure. I use latex
rubber I bought online to get rid of the wire texture and create
the bark. I then use static grass, glued using spray adhesive, in
varying lengths to add the finer twigs.
I paint the tree with a rattle can brown and then apply Noch
leaves using the spray adhesive. You have to be careful to only
spray the twigs and not the trunk. This may sound very long
winded, and it is, but you only need to do a few for a layout
and they will make all the difference.

Bushes
Next up are bushes. I use these around the trees, at edges of
scenery and near buildings to add a middle height layer. I tend
to go simple with bushes and use either rubberised horse hair
or poly fibre as a base. I tear these into bush shapes. I use the
spray adhesive followed by the Woodland Scenics' fine turf or
Noch leaves to add foliage. I can create hundreds really
quickly!

and gives density. I choose a brighter colour as grass is
normally greenest at the base.
Applying the grass needs a static charge. You can use a puffer
bottle (I certainly have) but the grass does not stand as
upright. A static grass applicator gives better results but is
pricier. You can make your own but that's a whole new hobby
– building tools!
There are specialist glues you can use for static grass made by
the grass manufacturers. I have used thin white glue but
apparently this skins more quickly. Generally, I try and glue
small patches at a time to avoid this.
Either remove your trees and bushes or mask them off using
newspaper to avoid them becoming covered in grass. Fill up
your grass applicator, brush a thin layer of the glue on to the
ground, turn on the applicator, attach the grounding lead
somewhere near the glue and sprinkle the grass on. You can
hoover the spare grass up at this stage whilst the glue is still
wet and the suction of the hoover will pull the grass more
upright.

Grass
Nothing beats static grass to represent grass. It is short fibres
that stand upright in just the way that real grass does. The
danger is that if you just put static grass down on a plain board,
it has no texture and looks like a bowling green. That is
obviously not ideal in most cases so it can be worth gluing on
a few bits of small talus or something similar if you have a
completely flat surface.
I generally start with a short base layer of grass. This is best at
about 2mm in HO and O scale as this grass covers the ground

I use tights material over the end of my hoover and I do have a
dedicated small grass-only hoover. Both methods allow you to
recover your grass to reuse again.
Next up you need to add the main grass layer. This is the
colour you want to be most obvious when you look at the
area. Later summer grass will be more straw coloured and
there are some great brands out there, such as WWS (supplied
through Peco as well) or Noch, who mark their grass by the
season it is supposed to represent.
I find it best to use the WWS layering spray at this point as a
glue. I have tried other spray glues (they leave little balls) or
brushing on a white glue (you need to wait for it to be set

and dry before doing this) but the layering spray gives the
quickest and best consistent result. It's very easy to use and
you just spray the glue then apply the grass. You can build up
multiple layers of grass with this technique in a matter of
minutes.

carefully about the detritus that builds up against the edges of
buildings, such as leaves, rubbish, dirt etc.

Details
The best-looking scenery has multiple layers which build up the
illusion of reality. Nature is not just one colour green or one
texture. We need to emulate this with our modelling.

You can also wipe on white glue with your finger and sprinkle
on small amounts of ground foam to represent leaved plants
or flowers. A little can go a long way with this technique but it
builds up another layer of texture and adds to the reality.
Sometimes I go back with an airbrush and add a different
colour, such as a vivid green in a damp hollow, just to give
variety. You can dry brush the tips a pale colour to represent
the grass drying in later summer.
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Bedding in Buildings and Structures
At this point I bed in my buildings. If you have them on a base
then you just need to merge the scenery. If they are individual
buildings then do pay careful attention to getting them to sit
in the landscape. A pet hate of mine is the dark lines around
the bottom of buildings where they don't quite meet the
ground.
If this happens, don't panic! You can use thin rolls of plasticine
to add an easily malleable gap filler which allows you to remove
the building later if needed. If you are happy to glue solidly in
place then do run your scenery up to the building and think

As with roads, details are a good way to add extra layers and they
can be anything from weeds to rubbish. I recommend detailing
the foreground more than the background. Details naturally get
lost as they get further away and we can force a feeling of depth
with our placement of items. Here are some ideas to get you
started:
Scale newspapers - made out of fine printed paper
Rubbish – I find that cut up sweet wrappers make excellent
rubbish but you can buy all sorts of details such as bottles or cans
to add more layers
Leaves – as with roads or in larger scales consider using laser cut
leaves for effect. They're not cheap but just one or two can look
amazing
Weeds – you can use ground foam for simple weeds through to
laser cut dandelions or nettles from suppliers like Noch
Animal paths – through patches of grass land
Flowers – using white or coloured ground foam
Animals or birds – dock scenes look excellent with a few seagulls
Bird mess – naturally follows the birds and easily done with fine
application of white acrylic paint
Abandoned junk or cars – use up those mistakes and weather
them to death so no one can see the problems!
Once the basics and details are in I do recommend taking some
photos and seeing where areas look flat, model-like or just plain
boring. Shiny spots can be fixed with matt varnish.
See overleaf for some photos of details added to aspects of
models to bring them alive.
That's a whistle stop tour of basic scenery. There are some
excellent videos and books out there to help if you get stuck,
wonder how best to achieve something or want to take your
scenery to the next level. There are many reference sources
today, beyond just books and magazines.

Reference Sources
A selection of my videos on YouTube can be found here:
Static grass: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiR83CikHoo
River beds: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=soMGwgm6FFI
Dioramas: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_UNpdJa-3U
Muddy roads:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02Rt8If7Qes&list=PLrIRL5
XIQmdmIANRZrRuIzJEdhfeTVD5S
Making water:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0PtkWhANFU
Clutter: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rd6AIisaST8
Books by Gordon Gravett from Wild Swan Publications:
Modelling Trees Part One – Broad Leaf Trees
Modelling Trees Part Two - Conifers
Modelling Grassland and Landscape Detailing

Here’s an example of scenery using the techniques described.

It’s only a small scene and is actually a scenic break between
two detailed sections of my layout. It’s important to give the
eye somewhere to rest every now and then.

Only a few inches back and we are into the middle ground of
the scene. The trees are generic plastic ones that I have added
ground foam to and the bushes are polyfibre or rubberised
horse hair with the same ground foam and only the odd leaf.
In between the foreground and the middle ground is a dividing
bog area.
The static grass has been painted a little but lacks the extra
detailing of the foreground.

The foreground starts off with high detail including hand made
wire trees with Noch leaves, laser cut plants including
butterflies, a detailed (or soon will be) vehicle on a weathered
mud road and static grass with dandelions and other weeds.
The background is just cheap wire trees with ground foam and
a painted sky. The colours are limited and nothing stands out
to draw your attention but you know that there is depth to the
scene.

